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Category:Racing video games Category:Video games developed in the United KingdomA long time ago, a scientist discovered

that the Earth has a secret weapon to fight off asteroids and meteors heading our way. In a new study, researchers from the
University of Melbourne discovered that in the early days of the Solar System, dust and ice grains collided at very high speeds to

produce space rocks. "The earliest planetary systems we studied are thought to be about 3.9 billion years old, so this discovery
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provides a unique window into the formation of our Solar System," said Dr Alex Delens, a researcher at the University of
Melbourne's School of Physics and a member of the research team. "We found that this collision started as a violent explosion at

the earliest phases of the Solar System, when grains were colliding at a million miles per hour - twice the speed of an average
meteor." Through observations and computer simulations, the team showed that collisions between grains of ice and dust

produced very small, icy grains that could be inherited by the growing planets. "This might explain why our Solar System looks
so Earth-like - its dust and ice particles started the ball rolling when the planets were forming," Dr Delens said. The research has

implications for understanding how rocky planets, like Earth, form, and could help astronomers understand the origin of the
Moon and our planet's crust. FILED NOT FOR PUBLICATION MAR 13 2011 82157476af
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